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The structure and electronic properties of single Cu atoms, copper monolayers, and thin copper films on the
polar oxygen and zinc terminated surfaces of ZnO are studied using periodic density-functional calculations.
We find that the binding energy of Cu atoms sensitively depends on how charge neutrality of the polar surfaces
is achieved. Bonding is very strong if the surfaces are stabilized by an electronic mechanism which leads to
partially filled surface bands. As soon as the surface bands are filled (either by partial Cu coverage, by
coadsorbates, or by the formation of defects), the binding energy decreases significantly. In this case, values
very similar to those found for nonpolar surfaces and for copper on finite ZnO clusters are obtained. Possible
implications of these observations concerning the growth mode of copper on polar ZnO surfaces and their
importance in catalysis are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ternary composite system Cu/ ZnO/ Al2O3 is an important commercial catalyst for the methanol synthesis, the
water-gas shift reaction, and the methanol-steam reforming
process.1,2 Although ZnO (doped with Cr2O3) by itself is a
good high-temperature catalyst for hydrogenation and dehydrogenation reactions, only the combination with Cu makes
it an effective and selective catalyst for low-temperature applications on an industrial scale. The particular role of copper, including its electronic and atomistic structure on ZnO
surfaces, is not clearly understood. There exist many controversial models to explain how copper enhances the activity
of such ZnO-based catalysts.3,4 Different “active species” are
proposed in the literature, such as the existence of Cu+ impurities at the ZnO surfaces, but the most commonly accepted picture is that Cu forms small metallic clusters which
are dispersed on defect-rich and heterogeneous ZnO surfaces.
The initial growth of vapor-deposited copper on different
ZnO surfaces at ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions has
been studied experimentally by various techniques such as
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),4–7 low-energy ionscattering spectroscopy (LEIS),4–7 surface x-ray diffraction
(SXRD),8 and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM).9,10
Campbell et al.4–7 reported a Cu growth mode between a
Volmer-Weber and Stranski-Krastonov behavior on the two
polar surface terminations of ZnO. They found that initially
the deposited Cu atoms form two-dimensional islands (i.e.,
clusters with a thickness of one atom) until a critical coverage is reached, at which further Cu atoms begin to add on top
of the islands to form three-dimensional clusters, whereas the
metal-free regions between the clusters fill only very
slowly.5,6 This behavior was attributed to purely kinetic limitations at low temperatures since a thickening of the islands
was observed upon annealing the surfaces. The critical coverages at which three-dimensional growth of the clusters begins, depends slightly on temperature and was estimated to
be about 1 / 2 monolayer for the O-terminated 共0001̄兲-O
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surface5 and 1 / 3 of a monolayer for the Zn-terminated
共0001兲-Zn polar face of ZnO.6 However, for the
Zn-terminated polar surface these results were questioned by
a recent STM study.9 On well prepared surfaces immediately
a three-dimensional growth of Cu was observed. Also for the
clean adsorbate-free nonpolar 共101̄0兲 surface exclusively
three-dimensional islands were found with STM at all
coverages.10
The main focus of theoretical investigations of the bonding of metal films and clusters on oxide surfaces has been on
the MgO (001) surface11–16 and to a lesser extent on the
surfaces of more complex oxides such as TiO2,17 Al2O3,18,19
and MgAl2O4.20 Almost all studies were restricted to nonpolar surface terminations. Polar surfaces, on the other hand,
such as the two basal planes of ZnO, may show a completely
different behavior compared to nonpolar surfaces. The reason is that polar surfaces are characterized by an “excess” of
one atomic species21 which leads to an interesting interplay
between their electronic and atomic structure: In order to be
charge neutral the polar surfaces either have to adopt an electronic structure with partially occupied surface bands (sometimes referred to as “metallization” of polar surfaces), or they
have to reconstruct (preferentially by the loss of suitable surface atoms) in order to avoid partial band filling, or charged
species have to be adsorbed.22–24 Depending on which
mechanism is realized in a particular system, very different
properties of the interaction with metal films and coadsorbates may occur.
Theoretical studies of the interaction of copper with ZnO
surfaces are very scarce. In an early semiempirical quantumchemical study3 the electronic structure and atomic charges
were calculated for various ZnO clusters with adsorbed and
substituted Cu atoms, but no information on binding energies
and relaxed atomic structures was obtained. In addition, clusters without embedding were used which cannot catch the
peculiarities of the polar surfaces described above. A proper
embedding was taken into account only in two recent cluster
studies: a density-functional calculation of small Cu clusters
on a particular atomic model of the polar Zn-terminated
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